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INTRODUCTION 
STAT.EMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This study involves the construction of lessons to 
teach a meaningful vocabulary to children of grade five. 
Edward L. Thorndike in .a.n article in Nation' a Schools( 1): 
states "All competent thinkers t"tould aeree that one aim 
of the curriculum of grades four, five and six 1s to increase, 
the vocabularies of pupils •••• Competent thinkers .would 
also require that the child make substantial progress 
toward such a vocabulary as will enable him in his teens 
to read books and articles suited to his intellectual and 
esthetic needs." 
Edward w. Dolch (2) also states 11 Whatever the pupil's 
intelligence, his aquired equipment for reading must be his 
knowledge of word meaning since it is words or word com-
binations that are being read. u 
Such eminent authorities as these and also McKee (3) 
( l) Thorndike, Edward L., "word KnoVTledge in the Grades 11 ,. 
Nation's Schools, v. 14, ppl9-20, December 1934. 
{2) Dolch, Edward w., The Psychology and Teaching of Reading,: 
Ginn and Company, 1931 
(3) McKee, Paul, "Certain Matters of Importance in the 
Teaohing of Readins", The Elementary Review, 14:115 
April 1937 
:·-... _ _, _ =======::;;;;;;;;;;;;;~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiliiiiiiiiii _____ _ 
and Durrell ( l) all agree that teaching a meaningful 
vocabulary is of prime importance. 
Because the development of an extensive vocabulary is 
necessary to success in reading, this paper is concerned 
with one method whereby suoh a vocabulary oa.n bE3 extended. 
(l) Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Bao1o Reading 
Difficulties, World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, 
New York, 1940. p.l62 
-~i·· 
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CHAPTER I 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
A meaningful vocabulary grows out of the person~l 
experiences and associations of a child. 
At an early age the process of vocabulary building-
begins, usually by the proud parent • s rBpeti ti v~ in•· 
structions to the child, cajoling him to say "Ma.matf or 
"Dada". This process continues in similar fashion until 
th~ child has grasped meaning through identifioa.tio~ of 
word with object. 
John Dewey (1) states nBy rolling an object, the child 
makes its roundness appreciable; by bouncing it, he singles 
out ita elasticity; by throwing it, he makes weight its 
oonspicious distinctive factor. Not through the senses, 
but by means or reaction, the responsive adjustment, is 
the _impression made distinctive, and given a character 
marked of from other qualities that call for unlike 
reactions". 
By the time a child enters school, Edward w. Dolch (2) · 
estimates that "a child knows the meaning of about 
(1) Dewey, John, "How We Think, D. c. Heath Company, 
Boston, 1910, p.l22. 
{2) Dolch, Edward VI., "Side Lights on a Combined Word Listn, 
The Elementary Review, .14:22-24, J ::>.nuary 1937, p. 23! . 
Boston University 
~.lahool of Education 
Library 
-·--::.J, 
2,000 words". 
During the first grade the child learns to read. 
"This activity consists largely at the outset in attaching : 
familiar meanings to written or printed symbols. • • • 
A second stage is reached when the child reads stories 
in a book which are limited to word~ alr3adJ familiar. 
As a rule, the meanings diffe~ to some extent from those 
which the child hasvpreviously attached to the words. 
A third stage involves the aqu1sition of new experiences 
through the use of familiar words in new connections. As 
the reading material increases in difficulty, many un-
familiar words are encountered. Such words provide a 
motive for the aquisition of new meanings". (1). 
"Four factors determine to a large extent the growth 
of a child's vocabulary; namely, hie capacity to learri, 
the character of hie environment, the nature and devel-
opment of his interests and the kind of instruction 
rece1ved".(2) 
A child is endowed by his parents with hie capaoi ty 
to learn and the character of his environment, and his 
parents 1n part, as well as his friends ru1d the school 
(1) Gray, v:illiam s. and Holmeo, Eleanor, 11 The Develo12ment 
qf Meaning Vocabularies in Reading, The University of 
Chicago, Chicago, 111,.1938, pp.7-8 
( 2) Ibid, p. 22 
develop his interests. The school, however, plays a 
major role in the kind of instruction the child receives. 
There has been recurring controversy during the past ' 
twenty years as to whether meaningful vocabulary s~uld 
'u-.; 'J~ 
be taught (1) through context (i.e.· direct method) or ( 2) 
·"- . 
through isolation of the words (i.e. direct method) •. 
E. L. Thorndike (1) in discussing these two methods, 
states very clearly the arguments in favor of each, 
Statements in favor of the Indirect Method 
1. The knowledge will be genuine and important. It is 
the very least required to read that book. 
2. The knowledge will be welcome and attended to. He 
reads to enjoy the story or to obtain .. the information 
he i a seeking. 
3.. The knowledge will be remembered for a. long time. 
it will satisfy his purpose and be strengthened by 
the confirming reaction. I,ts exact length· will 
depend on his ability to remember such matters. 
4. The knowledge has a demonstr'a.ble proba.bili ty of 
being kept alive in the nea.r future. Since the v:ord 1 
occurs with the meaning in that part of that book, it:: 
has a certain probability of occuring with that 
meaning in later parts of the same book, and in other , 
books of the sort which that person is likely to read.' 
5. The shades of meaning are learned reasonably, without 
exaggeration or pedantry. 
6. The meanings in phrases, idioms, anc1 npeclal usages 
are also learned reasonably, without a.rt1f1c1al1ty or 
pedantry. 
(1) Thorndike, Edward L., "Improving the Ability to Read" 
Teacher' a Oollee;e Record, v. 36, pp .. 9. -_.~_lQ 
<' 
I 
'o 
1. The knowledge is "functional" 1n the sense that since 
it operates then and there, it probably will operate 
in the future. It is so closely united with use that 
it will not easily become divorced from it. 
8. The knowledge can eas1ly become amalgamated or 
integrated VIi th other items of knowledge about· the 
word in question. These will tend to be aroused 
in the process of trying to get the meaning and the 
knowledge from the context, and eo forth, will tend 
to connect them 1n the organized repertory of 
tendencies evoked by that Y:ord. 
9. The degree or knowledge of a word required is 
graded almost automatically. The pupil learns 
what he needs to do the reading which he does in 
fact do. Since by hypothesis this reading is well 
chosen, he will progressively attain the degree of 
accuracy and adequacy that he needs. 
10. The learner has general protection against the 
pedantries or teachers and textbook makers. Except 
tor the follies of authors, he is always learning 
real meanin~a in appropriate contexte. · 
Statements in Favor of the Direct Method 
1. previti - It is not necessary to read thousands 
of ~. !!:,!, !..£!, it, !Q., for and eo forth to 
to reach the dozen or so points where knowledge needs 
to be increased. 
2. System in General - The words learned do not 
depend on the caprices of a hundred or eo authors, 
but are chosen to increase the ability to read 
writings of any and all suitable authors that have 
been, are or may be ••• 
3. Systematic Gradation in Particular - The meanings 
may be graded according to difficulty of comprehension 
frequency of occurance, range of occurancea, degree 
of interest, grade by grade, or any other scale. 
4. Efficiency - Typical important meanings can be 
emphasized. The best poseible phrases and sentences 
can be devised to enforce these meanings. Any 
special device to aid learning of certain eorte can 
be employed at will. Knowled5e may be easily tested 
and reviewed. 
. -··--·· ·- ·-· ·--~ ~ 
5. Appl1oat1on - The knowledge may be applied to 
aotual reading by construotin~ paragraphs using words. 
Gray and Holmes ~1) conducted extensive experiments to 
prove which or the two methods or teaching vocabulary is 
better. The results or their experiments indicate that 
for children in intermediate grades the direct method 
(words in isolation) is accompanied by greater increase in 
reading erfioienoy. 
Beoa.uee .this study "Exercises for Developing Word 
Meaning••, is directed towards a.u{9llenting vocabulary 
understanding end reading ability in as brief an~ 
efficient manner as possible and, further because im-
portant word meaning may be emphasized, the direct method 
! 
has been ut111zed.i 
Op.c1t. p.2 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF 1~TERIALS 
.-"' / 
The .three types of vocabulary lists which may be 
utilized for teaching word meaning are -
(1) a vocabulary of a. particular reading series 
(2) a voc.abulary of a particular subject 
(3) a general vocabulary including all reading. 
To develop a basic list of words which oan be used by 
any reading aeries or any subject suitable to grade five, 
a. decision was made to use the Thorndike-Large, Teacher's 
~ord Book of Thirty Thousand Words (1) 1n preference to 
Types one and two listed above since these.in the opinion 
of the write~, are limited in scope and application. 
The Thorndike-Large, Teacher's Word Book of Thirty 
Thousand Words (2) includes a. frequency count of 120. 
juvenile books, Those words marked "60 or highern (3) 
are designated by the authors for teaching in grade five. 
With this list as a. base the words were checked a second 
time against Thorndike, Tencher' s Word Book of Twenty 
{l) Thorndike, Edward L. and Lorge, Irving, The Teacher's 
Word Book of Thirty Thousand Words, Bureau of Publications 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1934. : 
(2) ibid. 
{3) ibid. p.XI introduction 
~---------------------------~ 
(t~_·· \ '\ .... 
Thousand Words (l) to elimate all words assigned to grade 
five which were not 1n the fourth thousand. This step was 
taken to establish that the words were used ln 'both child 
and adult life with a high frequency. 
E. w. Dolch (2) states that ttohildren enter school 
knowing the meaning or 2,000 words. From then on the 
yearly increases might be estimated as follows -
Grade I 800 words 
Grade II - 800 words 
Grade III 900 words 
Grade IV- 900 words." 
The total words then that a child know~ on entering 
grade five aooqrding to Dolch's estimate, is 5,400 words. 
By taking the fourth thousand in frequency of the words 
assigned to grade five in.Thorndike-Lorge's List,(3l it is 
felt a selection has been made of the words moot ne~ded by 
fifth grade children to suooeed 1n reading. 
(1) Thorndike, Edward L., A Teacher's Word Book of' Twenty 
Thousand Words Found Most Frequently and Vlidea.y in 
General Reading for Children And Young ~eople, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1931. 
l2) Dolch, Edward w., "Side Lights on a Combined Word List", 
The Elementary Review, ',14, 22-24, January 1937 •. p. 22 . 
( 3 ) Op. Cit . p. ~ 
I 
" 
I 
. -.., (·· .. 
As a final comparison, the list of 209 words developed 
from the above sources has been checked against Webster's 
/ 
Elementary Dictionarx (1) to·make sure that all words are 
included in a child's dictionary. 
Following .the selection of words, short lessons were 
prepared with the objective of r.~peating the words in 
actual statements. These lessons, though brief are com-
,'i 
I 
prehensive to a degree that the child leams with a minimum: 
of effort and under little or no supervision. 
To permit the use of words in sentences, the list of 
209 words has been divided into nouns, adjectives, verbs, 
adverbs and prepositions. For example, the words in the 
r} 
first lesson are agent (noun), admiration (adverb), abide 
{verb), ashore (noun), and circular (adjective or noun). 
The words to be studied in each lesson are defined, 
divided into syllables and also have diacritical markings 
so that the child will be able to pronounce the word 
correctly. 
Exercises have been prepared so that the child will 
gain practice in using the words correctly. These exercises 
may be classified under.the.following headings • 
1 • .Matching synonyms. 
2. Ma.tchin anton s. 
1 Merriam-Webster, Vlebster s Elementary Dictionary, 
American Book Company, Boston, 1941. 
- --··-~·---- ----·----------·-----·---------- ----- --
3. Filling in blank spaces in sentences 
and stories. 
4. Using words in sentences. 
5. Matching words with phrases. 
6. Replacing words and phrases in sentences 
and stories with words that mean the same. 
7. Matching rhyming words. 
8. Matching words and pictures. 
For a quick perception drill, the words Qf each lesson 
are listed at the right of each page, in a manner that does 
not follow the order used in the lesson itself. This 
procedure has been followed because the words at the left 
of the page are visible while the tachistoscope is used. 
A tachistoscope opened on the left hand side is to be 
slipped over the page of the lesson and used either by · 
the teaoher or a ohild leader to check the words. No 
word may be considered part of a ohild1 s reading vocabulary 
unless he can recognize the word immediately as well as 
define the word or use it correctly in sentences. 
----··---
----· 
10 
A Vooabularz List 
Words having a rating ot 60-100 in the Juvenile Oount in 
' 
n~~· thorndike. Large, !eaoher1 e Word Book of j0
1
000 Word~-
and also are in the 4th Thousand Words as indioated 1n 
fhornd1ke 1 s feacher 1 e Word Book of 20
1
000 WordR. ;\, :; 
~ 
·•, 
\ abide bother oontrast ,. 
aboard braoe convert 
~. achieve brute oonve7 acknowledge builder oough admiration candidate arab ., ·.1 1 
agent oareer crash 
.. 
agony catholio oreek 
ancestor ceiling orest ,-
angle ceremoll1' crioket 
anyway ohapter crooked 
apparent childhood dainty 
array chin darken 
arreAt chip decision 
ashore circular decree 
assistance comb delicious 
association combat desolate 
audience 
community disappointment 
babe 
comparison discuss $'! bedroom composition diAmay 
behalf confirm drank 
behave 
consideration dra:f't 
Bible 
construction drift 
ll 
List I 
drunk handful leoture 
exhibit harden l1ok 
endless hardy loaf 
exception hasty loyal 
expert healthy luoky I 
extent hearty maJor I 
t 
tern heroio manifest 
fertile hint maple 
festival hies melody I 
'.1 
" toot step hive m1oe 
tord (F) horizon miraole 
foremost horror mixture 
tringe horsebaok moan 
tro hurl moist 
tultil(l.) ignorance monkey 
gap independence mood 
geographJ indignation. moor 
girdle inhabit mound 
'I gloom ·inJury museum 
goal inepire mueioian 
gorgeous ineult nerve 
graoetul intell1senoe nervous 
grasshopper invade noAtril 
gratitude item oocasional 
' . 
grez, keeper overlook 
kneel overtake 
lantern Panama 
-·--------·------··--------·-·-·----·--- --
12 
List I 
parallel sotten umbrella 
-·~f; parliament 
solitary vault 
piano speotacle vengeance 
pillar splendor visible 
plough stagger waken 
plume stately warmth 
police statement warrant 
porter stol.en welfare 
previous stool westward 
procure strap wholly 
prune stride woodland 
pulse suck woven 
pursuit suitable wrinkle 
ragged sunbeam yawn 
reokon supreme yell 
remote surrender ;yon 
.. 
reputation survey 
resemble suspect 
screen sustain 
series telegraph 
seventeen thickness 
shovel timid 
-~; shrine torah ' ' '' 
situation tribute 
slay trousers 
ltf' -
\: 
1: 
I 
' \ 
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EXERC13£3 TO INCREASE THE llEA:NirmFUL VOOADU!..t\Rl 
OF OHILDHEN IN GRADE FIVE 
If( ~-
- ( 
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!I d 
1 .... ! -~/, , \._" 
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) 
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK 
1. Study the meaning of each word. Pronounce 
the word carefully to yourself several times. The 
pronunciation is given 1n parentheses () after 
the word. 
2. Do the exercises. ·Follow the directions in 
each lesson. 
3. When you have finished the exerci~es and feel 
that you know the pronunciation of each word, take 
your book and tachistoscope to your teacher or 
group leader. See it you can recognize the words 
quickly. 
4. Everyday, review the words that you have al-
ready learned. Use the tachistoscope yourself to 
see how quickly you ean recognize the words. 
14 
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KEY TO PRotlOUNCING WORDS* 
1 - 1ce 
u 
-
cube 
<../ .._, 
--
...... 
1 - 11.1. u-
un1te 
I' 
u- urn 
~ ...J 
u- up 
* Kerr1am Webster, \'1ebater' a El.ementary D1ct1onar.Y., 
American Book Company, Boaton,1.941. • px11 
' 
. ~ '. .. 
' 
~ !··,-., ... 
... ,, .-
~ ~,, 
. . :·.-.[ .·. 
HOW TO USE YOUR ~OHISTOSOOPE 
:.1 ;/' 
Put the shutter through the opening on the right hand side 
ot the Tachistoscope. Put the top halt ot the Tachistoscope 
(the part which has the window in it) and the shutter over the 
right hand margin ot the lesson page. Be sure the shutter is 
as near the top OE the- slot as it will go. Now, move the 
tachistoscope UQtil the number 1 appears in the little hole 
at the top. lou are ready to use the Tachistoscope. Push 
the shutter down as far as it will go, ~u1ckly. Could you 
read the word? Move tne Tachistoscope down until you see 2 1n 
the little round hole. Move the shutter up this time. Could 
you read the word? Continue until you finish the five words 
on the page. 
17 
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LESSON I 
DEFINITIONS AND PRONUNCIATIONS 
abide (8.-bld')- to remain in a place; to put up with.· 
. ' . 
"""' ~ ._., ' 
admiration (ad1mi-r8-shun) - to look witn wonder and delight. 
agent (a'Jent)- a person who is trusted to do business for 
someone else. 
'-' _, . 
ashore (a- shor) - on land. 
circular (sur'k~ler) - 1. round 1n shape.2. a letter or a 
paper usually sent to many people. 
• 
v 
MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR MEANINGS 
square 
to like very much 
to put up with 
on land 
a salesman 
round 
to d:lslike 
FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE FIVE WORDS OF THIS LESSON 
1. He had great --------- for Ted Williams. 
2. Mr. Jones sent Mr. Smith to act as his -----
at the meeting. · 
1. circular 
2. admiration 
3. abide 
4. ashore 
5. agent 
3. Mary dislikes Jane very much. She cannot---- her. 
4. The ship docked and soon most of the people were ___ __..;._. 
5. The face of the ciock is --------- in shape. 
6. She sent a to every person in the city • 
. ? EXTRA PRACTICE 
'-. 
l 
\--· --
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 
the word that has a long o (o) sound. __________ _ 
tho word that means round. 
the word that has a short -e-r.{ti'~)r--a-o-un--:od-. ______ _ 
the word that means'adm1rin~---~~-----------
the word that has a long i (i) sound] ______ _ 
i 
17 
1. 
2. 
;. 
4 . 
5. 
. c•~ .. 
LESSON II 
...... f ..... v 
agony (ag o-ni) - suffering of mind or body (pain). 
ancestor (an'ses-ter) - a pernon or persons from 
whom you have descended. A forefather. 
A person in your family line- father -
grandfather - great grandmother. 
angle (ang'g'i) - a sharp oorner: a point {v); to 
fish with a hook and line. 
crooked {krook'ed) - not straight; dishonest. 
aboard (&-bord')- on board; in or into a ~hip, train. 
R~PLAC.i T.H.E UHDERLINED WORD .\":ITH ONE OF THE ABOVE 'WORDS 
1. He hurt his let;; sliding into first base and was 
in ereat pain. 
2. Life 2!L.a ship is very pleasant. 
3. The two streets met mwtin3 a sharp corner. ____ __ 
4. One of Bill 1 s forefathers was (ren. George 
Viaehine;ton. 
5. 'l'he tablecloth was put on in S.lch a way that 
it was not stra1e;ht. 
MATCH THE \'.ORDS WITH TH£IR MEANINGS 
To fish 
Not stratght 
In great pain 
A corner formed by two stra1cht lines. 
A rol~tive wr~ lived years aeo 
To feel well 
l!:X.TRA PRACTIC!!. 
1. \'.hich word has a long o (o) sound? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
cr:)oked 
agony 
ancestor 
aboard 
angle 
2. Which word has a short a (a) sound? 
------3. Vihich words have three syllables? 
4. ~hich words· have two a~llablea? 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
'i 
\ 
I 
• 
LESSON III 
achieve ( B-ohev')- to win; to finish successfully. 
&Okn.OWlede;e ( att-nol I e j) - tO adzn1 t; tO understand &B 
true; to say or show that something has been 
received. 
- v dainty (dan'ti) - pretty in a delicate way; having 
soft pleasing colors; easily broken. 
ass1sta.nce (~sis'tans) - aid; help. 
arrayed \a..ra'd) - dressed 1n beautiful clothing: to 
form in a. regular order (file soldiers were 
arrayed before the king.) 
PUT "s" BETWEEN THE WORDS AND PHRASES 'IHAT JJEA.N THE SAME 
PUT 110 11 Bt/l'\'l.l~LH 'l'llE ViORDS AND PHRASl!:S THA'l' JA.I!,;AN ·rm: OJ:'.POSITE 
dressed ••••••••••••••••••• 1. arrayed 
ugly ••••••••••••••••••••• • 2. dainty 
help •••••••••••••••••.•••• 
'· 
assistance 
to admit •••••••••••••••••• 4. aoknoVIledge 
to fai.l •••••••••••.••••••• 5. achieve 
FILL IN 'l'HE BLANKS 
1. 'l'he Hed Cross tried to ----
one million dollars. 
their goal to raise 
2. When the score became 72 to 5 1n the last quarter or 
19 
the same, the vial tine; basketball team had to defeat. 
3. The soft, 
----- dreos looked well on Susan. 
4. She was ------ 1n her best party dress. 
5. The coastguard cutter came to the ------ or the 
wrecked ship. 
MATCH THE RHYJJn~G \<oORDS 
achieve 
dainty 
assistance 
arrayed 
aokno \';ledge 
betrayed 
college 
believe 
insistanoe 
\ 
n 
LESSON IV 
association ( a-so~si-a' shtin) - An orga.nizat1on or club 
of people interested 1n the same thing. 
/\ ..... v 
audience (o'd1-ens) - a group of people that watches or listens. 
delicious (de-lleh'us) - delientful; pleasing; good taste. 
arrest (a-rest•) - to stop; to put in ·.1a.1l. 
babe (bab) - a child; an. infant. 
:MATCH THE WOf\DS WITH THEIR MEANINGS 
baby 1. 
adult 2. 
club. 3. 
~ 
fine taste 4. 
stop 5. 
a group l1steri1rig · · 
FILL IN THE BLA:UKS \';!TH THJ:.: FIVE YIOHDS o~· THIS LESSON 
1. '.l'he chocolate pie was --------· 
babe 
audience 
association 
delicious 
arrest 
2. The ~;.olicema.n was about to ___ ....._ the motorist for speeding. 
3. The little------------- was crying loudly. 
4. The was ciappin3 and la~,.ghing at the jokes 
told by Abbott and Costello. 
20 
L. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5. John was interested in sports so he joined the athletic ----· 
USE TilE ABOVE \'iORDS IN SENTENCES 
1. ________________________________________________________ __ 
2. ________________________________________________________ __ 
3. _______________________________________________________ __ 
4. ________________________________________________________ __ 
5. ________________________________________________ __ 
1. 
I 
• '.iW' 
LE.SSON V 
behave (be-ha.v•) - to aot; to act properly,corrootly. 
bedroom (bed•room) - a aleep1nc room; the room whero a bed 1o kept. 
behalf (be-hat') - support; 1n defcnae or: lntereet, as (He argued 
in her behalf. ) • 
bother (both'er) - to annoy; to trouble; to make e. ruso. 
doaola.te (d'its'o-lat) - to make or cause a plaoe to be deserted; 
ru1ne~1; not flt to llvo 1n. 
PUT AN "S" BE'lV.i:.~·t THE 'f;orm ,AND .i.?H£\A~~·.Es \\ HICH I.:: .. :..tUl THI!. SfJ.iE 
l'UT N4 "o" lJ .• ::'.l:."·;.;..l:.£4 'lHI:; WOHL A..D l!J,,:A:::iLG 'Iii!i. .i' !.:.::.iu• 'HtL Od-'v~ITE 
To ma~e B ruoo ••••••••••••••• l. bother 
To not properly •••••••••••••• 2. behave 
nu1ned ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3. dcsolato 
A5aine t ••••••••••••••••••••• • L•. behalf 
r .. 1 vine; room •••••••••••••••••• 5. bedroom 
1. Tho little boy llked to a.rmox t..ho neir-:-hbors by beating 
h1a dram early f:aoh morn1nc;. 
2. 'l'he deserted v1ll3\·,e wao covered vvl th snow. _____ _ 
3. Mr. Uror.n ep:->ke l.n ,qup:t()rt of the now law. 
4. Iha elormlnc- room d~or wn.o opr;n nnd wo a::ndd soe 
tho 11tt lo ollllcl aoloep 1n hin orlt.. _______ _ 
21 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. All boyo nncl c1rlB Ahoul(l not, pr,1rwrly l.n tho ale.aoroom. ___ _ 
1. ·,,hloh two wor<10 hnvo n long "a" (a) GOW1Cl? 
v 
2. i'.hloh v;ord has a ohort uo" (o) ommc'\? 
3. :·.h1oh v:ord rhymes wl th ·lnu;~ll? 
4. 7';hloh v;or(i rllynos wl.th so.vc? 
5. ;,hlch word rl.yrnes v~1 th heo.(~r:..,on? 
L~SSON VI 
brace (bras) - to make somethine strone: end steady •. 
Bible (bl'b'l) - the book mado up of wrlttnea believed 
by Chrlet1ano as being 1nep1red by God. 
22 
brute (broot) - a wild ~mal; a person who aots like a tvild a."'lima.l. 1. 
v v 
combat (kom'bat) - to 1'1eht with someone; a tight. 2. 
v "' builder {b11 'dGr) - a person who builds or mnltea builcUngo, 
houaea, brldc.ea, etc. 
NA'XCH 'l'Hi: \':OHLS TilTH THE:IR M!!:t\NI!lGS 
a fight 
a person wto dee troy e · 
a person who bu1lclo 
a holy boo It· · 
a etory 
t9 malta etront· 
1. brute 
2. ·combat 
3. ·brace 
· · 4. ·Sible 
5. ·builder 
U5L 1llE ','.OHJ:.-5 - DRt'\C£:. 1 EIDLB 1 t:flUT.:; 1 COI.H.JA 1' t.I~D DUILlJi!.H IH St..ll 'IEliCES 
1. 
-----------------------------------------------------------· 
2. -----------------------------------------------------------· 
3-------------------------------------------------------------· 
4·------------------------------------------------------------· 
5-------------------------------------------------------------· 
EX.TH/t. PHAC7ICJ;; 
l. How :na.ny vorda onn you th1nlt of to rhyme \~1 th brute? 
?.. How many words oM you tll1nlt nt to rhymo w1 th brace? 
3. '\':hn.t word has a. lone; ••1" (l) oound? _______ _ 
v 
4. r;hat rord haa a. short 11 1'' (1) aouncl? _______ _ 
5. \',hat VIor:l endo 1n ilia oEJmo way ao tho wo·I'(l fnt·l ___ _ 
LESSON VII. 
candidate (kan'dl-dat) - a person who is trying to 
get an office or an honor. 
confirm lkon-tl1rm •) - to "O~K. "; ~ approve; to assure the truthof. 
career (kB.-rer') - a series of events 1n the life of a person. 
nation; the progress of a person 1n his chosen business. 
v -'- v Catholic {kath'o-11k) - a person who belongs to the church of' 
Vlhioh the Pope ia the head. 
Ceiling (eel 1 in.g) - the part Of a. room Which is QVerhead; 
oppoai te the flOor.· · 
23 
1. 
4. 
V'IRITE "YES" IF THE V.OHDS MEAN THE SAllE, WRITE "No•' IF THEY DO NOT 5. 
floor ••••••••• ~ •• ~ ••••••••• l. ceiling 
approve •••.•••••••••••••••• 2. confirm 
Protestant ••••••••••••••••• 3. Catholic 
business •••••••••••••••••• ·• 4. career 
office ••••••••••••••••••••• S •. :·2candidate 
FILL IN THE BLANK SPACES 
1. The children belong to the -------- Church. 
2. Mr. Jones is a ------------------ for the office of Mayor. 
3. The walla of tho room were painted blue, the floor 
dark blue and the white. 
4. He chose a ------ in the field of music. 
5. The manager of' the business had to ------- every 
order before it could be filled, 
EXTRA PRACTICE 
1. \~rite the word that rhymes with "feeling". 
2. i"irite the word that means the same as "aporove" 
... . 
3. ilrite the word that means"re-,:a:f'f'1rm" ~--···- . 
4. \7rito the word that rhymes with "ear", 
• 
LESSON VIII 
ceremony ( aer'e-mo-n1) - a solemn or religioua performance or 
service performed in a regular, definite way. 
contrast (kon~traat) - to compare tvro thin3a; to show 
differences bqtween two th1n5s. 
ohapter (ohap'ter) - a main division of' a. book; apart of a book. 
childhood (ohild'hood) - the time when a person is a oh1ld; young. 
chin (ohin) - the part of the ta.ce below the mouth. 
MATCH THE ViORDS WITH THEIR MEANINGS 
to compare 
part, ot one' s face 
old a.ge 
part ot a book 
a religious service 
to show 
youth 
1. childhood 
2. chapter 
3. ohin 
4. ceremony 
5. contrast 
USE THE \lORDS OF THIS LESSON IN SENTENCES 
1-------------------------------------------------------· 
2-------------------------------------------------------· 
3-------------------------------------------------------· 
4·------------------------------------------------------· 
5·-----------------------------------------------------· 
EXTRA PRACTICE 
1. \'lh1oh word rhymes with "wildwood"? 
2. Which word rhymes with "ma.tr1monyn? 
3. Which word rhymes with "win"? 
4. Which word rhymes with "at last"? 
24 .·. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
:~ I 
(~ 
LESSON IX 
ohip (chip) - a. small piece of anything. broken off by hitting 
lt sharply. 
oomb (koln) - an object or anything used to straie;hten or smooth 
hair - wool - cotton. 
community lko-mu'n1-t1) - the people or a place, village,· city. 
comparison lkom-par•i-aun) - the examination of two or more things 
to find likenesses and differences between them. 
~ 
cough lkof) - to make a sharp noise to olear t11e throat or to 
force air from the lungs. 
25 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
MATCH THE WORDS WITH THEIR MEAlUNGS 5. 
to find l,.kenesses 1. comparison 
a brush 2. chip 
a large piece 3. oommun1ty 
an article used to smooth hair 4. comb 
people of a c1ty 5. cough 
to clear one's throat 
a small piece 
USE 'IHB Yi0RDS OF THIS LESSON I;,; 
-· 
SEJ.~TENCES 
1. • 
2. • 
3. • 
4. • 
5. • 
l. Whioh word rhymes wl th "flip"? 
2. lih1oh word rhymes w1 th "home"? 
3. Yih1oh word rhymes with "1mmun1 ty"? 
4. \ihich V10rd rhymes with "of"? 
~---
r 
f 
··-"-- -· 
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LESSON X 
composition (kom'po-zish'un) - a theme or story written in English class. 
The act, manner or result of mnking or 
\• writing something. 
-~,.., 
consideration (kon-sld•er-alshUn) - thoughtfulness for other people; 
careful thought. 
construction (kon-strUk'shUn) - the building or making of something. 
convert )kon-vGrt•) -to change something from one form or use to 
another. 
crab (krab) - (1) an ani~l uaually sea but sometimes lives on land 1. 
has a broad flat shell. (2) a peevish, short 
tempered person. 2. 
Match the words with their meanings 
selfish 
a building 
change 
thoughtful 
a shell fish 
divert 
crab 
construction 
composition 
consideration 
convert 
Fill in the missing words using the words of this lesson. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
. ~. convert 
2. considera ticm 
3. ora.b 
4. composition 
5. construction 
1. The title of the --------- was "My Muddy Bath". 
2. It was easy to the old bottle into a 
beautiful lamp.------------------
3. The boy scout showed for the elderly lady 
by helping her carry her heavy bUndles. 
4. We saw four 
to the sea. --------
crawling over the rocks close 
5. The men were watching the 
------
ot the new bridge. 
Match the words with their opposite meanings. 
crab 
convert 
consideration 
construction 
keep without changing 
careless, rude 
destroy 
sweet-tempered 
change 
(' 
LESSOU XI 
crest (krest) - a tuft on the head of a bird or an animal, such as 
the comb of a rooster. A bunch of feathers on 
the head of a bird. Top, head, summit. 
crash (crash) - to break or dash to pieces noisily. To smash. 
convey (kon-vay) - to carry from one place to another. 
creek (kr8k) - a small stream of water • 
.._ -decree (de-kre) - an order or decision given by a person or a group 
that has authority. 
Match the words with their meanings 
1. c~a.sh 
heal 
statement decree 2. creek 
a law crest 
top creek 3. crest 
brook convey 
carry crash 4. decree 
break 
5. convey 
Fill in the missing words. 
1. The two automobiles together with a loud bang. 
2. The kingfisher has a of feathers on his head. 
3. He was asked to his apologies to Mr. Jones. 
\' 
4. A was passed that no one should drive over 
30 miles per hour. 
5. Tom tell in the small and got his feet wet •. 
Match the rhyming words 
decree 
crest 
creek 
convey 
crash 
dash 
peak 
array 
tree 
union 
arrest 
fought 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
............ &••~------------­
' 
.. ----· ...... 
~-ter-M 
LESSON XII 
._, ._, I 
discuss (dis-kUs) - to talk things over. To argue. To talk about. 
v ,..., 
cricket (krik-et) - 1. a small leaping insect which chirps. 
2. an outdoor game played with a bat. ball. and 
wicket. 
decision (de-sizh-tin) - the act or result or deciding. 
darken (dar~ken) - to make dark; to blacken; to make gloomy. 
-' drank (drang-k) - to have swallowed liquid. 
Fill in the blanks 
Thunder clouds had begun to-------- the sky'. The 
score was tied 4-4. The Red Sox up to bat in the last of the ninth 
inning. Two outs-nobody on base. Ted Williams up to bat, had 2 
strikes and 3 balls. Then he got a hit - a long pop fly out into 
left field. The fielder ran, caught the ball. stumbled and dropped 
it. A shout went up in the grandstands. Ted kept on running. 
Quickly the outfielder recovered the ball, relayed it to third. 
Quickly it'. was sent to home plate. Ted slid. Would he make it. 
""--··· 
The referee said• "He's safe." Was he'l The other team did not think 
so. and they began to the with the referee. 1. 
The --------------- held and the Red Sox won the game. I was so 
thirsty that on the way home I stopped and 
---------
"coke". Next time I'll go to a 
exciting. But perhaps not. 
Match the rhyming words 
ticket 
prank 
russ 
hearten 
incision 
oppression 
---------
game. 
discuss 
drank 
cricket 
decision 
darken 
Use any three of this lesson's words in sentences. 
It 
1. • 2.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 3. 
• 
2 bottles ot 
is mlCh less 
l.deo1sion 
2.drank 
3.darken 
4.deo1sion 
5. discuss 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
............. .------------__ -_-_.~ 
LESSON XIII 
..... 
drift (drift) - 1. To float or be priven atmleasly by the wind. 
2. To pile up in heaps by the wind - a snow drift. 
\~ disappointment (dls' a-po1ntfment) The act of defect of hope, w1ah, 
desire. 
dismay (dls-miiS - To paralyze with tear or slaram, terror-dread-fright. 
draft (draft) - 1. An outline or aketch of something to be finished 
later. 2. A current or air • 
..., v v 
exception (ek-sep• shlin) - Anything that is onitted or tolten out from 
a whole, class, or group, number. 
Use the above words 1n sentences. 
1-----------------------------------------------------• 
2·---------------------------------------------------• 
3----------------------------------------------------• 
4----------------------------------------------------• 
·-
• 5------------------------------------------------
1. draft 
2. exception 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 • 
5. 
Match the ~hyming words 
deception 
ointment 
sift 
fifth 
array 
lnughed 
coughed 
exception 
draft 
dismay 3.d1aappointmen t 
~I 
Divide the five words into syllables 
l. -------------3. __________________ __ 
drift 
disappointment 
2. ______________ __ 
'·----------------5. ________________ _ 
4. dismay 
5. drift 
LESSON XIV 
I 
'-' A' 
expert (eks•purt) - skillful, clever. 
v .., ...., 
exhibit (eg-zib'it) - to show - to present for view. 
-- oJ Englishman (ing'glish~n) -a person who comes from the country of 
England. 
.... ...., 
fertile (tur•t1l) - producing fruit or vegetation. Fruitful, rich • 
.., OJ v 
festival (fes•ti-val) - a time for feasting and celebration. An 
occasion nwrked by laughter and joyousness. 
Fill in the blanks 
1. Johnny Sain is an ----------- pitcher. 
2. We will our pictures at the next 
Assembly Program. 
3. Winston Churchill is a famous • 
----------------
4. The ------- land made it possible to raise bumper crops. 
5. Christmas is one of the happiest ------- of a 11 the year. 
Match the words and their meanings 
A Frenchman 
Smart businessman 
Fruitful land 
To display 
A man from England 
A happy celebration 
To hide 
1. Ene;lishman 
expert 2. expert 
festival 3. festival 
Englia~n 4. fertile 
.fertile 
exhibit 
5. e:r.h1b1t 
. ~ For how many ot the words can -you find a word to rhyme? 
1. _________________ __ 
2. _____________ __ 
3. ________________ __ 
4. ________________ __ 
5. 
----------------
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
31 I' 
LESSON XV 
..J v 
endless (end'leas) - Without end. Never stopping. 
extent (eks-tent') -The size and length of anything. The amount of 
anything. The greatness, smallness~ or importance 
of s omething. 
fern (tUrn) - A green~ flowerless plant with many leaves. 
fringe (frinj) - The outer border of cloth usually formed by loose 
threads. The outer border of anything. 
-._J ..., 
fulfill (fool-fil') -To carry into effect. To bring to pass. 
Replace the underlined phrases with the proper word. 
1. The day seemed to go on-never stopping. 
2. The outer edge of the bed spread was ragged~ and uneven. ____________ __ 
3. The runner tried to bring to pass his promise that he would win 
the race. 
-----------------
4. To earn her nature badge for Girl Scouts~ Jo~n had to make a 
collection of certain green, leafy, flowerless plants. 
the United States but that 
I 
l. 
2. ' 
:;. 
~. 5. John knows all the railroad lines in 
is the total amount of his knowledge about railroading. 
-------------- 5. 
Match the rhyming words. 
stern 
content 
unless 
excess 
until 
cringe 
learn 
fulfill 
fringe 
fern 
extent 
endless 
use the five words in sentences of your own. 
l. f'em 
2. extent 
3. fringe 
4. endless 
5. fulfill 
1·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
2··-----------------------------------------------------------· 
3·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
4·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
5·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
LESSON XVI 
footstep (foot•step) - 1. A step of the foot - foot~~ll. 
2. Distance covered in one step. 
\~ foremost (fortmost) - Firat in time, place or order. Most important. 
ford (t'ord) - The place in a river where a person or ·1n1.mal can 
j •• 
wade across. To wade across. 
geography (je-og~ra-fl) - The study of the earth, its climate, 
products, features,. etc. Its mounts ins, 
hills and valleys. 
'OJ gap (gap) - 1. An opening made by a break. 2. A mountain pass. 
Fill 1n the blank spaces with the above words. 
The early pioneers were strong and hardy people. 
by they travelled across the Great Plains. 
------------------
________________ streams and struggling across icy mountain 
_______________ they went ahead learning slowly the ---------------
of the land beyond the Rookies. _________________ in their minds 
was the desire to find a safe and fertile land in which to make 
their living and bring up their families. 
Match the rhyming words 
tap 
word 
telegraphy 
instep 
uppermost 
scored 
Divide the words into syllables 
1. ------------------------2. ________________________ _ 
3. ________________________ _ 
4. ________________________ __ 
n. 
geography 
ford 
gap 
foremost 
.toot step 
l.tord 
2.tootstep 
3.geoeraphy 
4.gap 
5. foremost 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
LESSON XVII 
/\ girdle (gur'd'l) -Something which encircles or binds. Especially 
a belt or sash. To encircle. 
" v gorgeous (gor• jus) - Splendid. Richly colored. Magni:f'~.cont. 
- .._, graceful (grastfool) - Showing a pleasing or attractive quality. 
An easy flowing action. 
greatness (grit•nes ) - Something large 1n size. Big not small. 
Large in number. Nobility. 
gloom (gloom) - 1. Dark. 2. Sadness, unhappiness. 
Use the above words in sentences. 
1. ______________________________________________________________ _ 
2. ______________________________________________________________ _ 
3. ______________________________________________________________ _ 
4. ______________________________________________________________ _ 
5. ______________________________________________________________ _ 
Match the rhyming words. 
curdle 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
graceful 
girdle 
gloom 
1. greatness 
loom 
2.gloom 
fullness 
3. girdle 
wondrous 
greatness 4. gorgeous 
willful 
gorgeous 5. graceful 
soon 
Write the words which mean ••• 
1. A belt 
--------------------
2. Magnificent ______________ _ 
3. Easy flowing action 
-------
4. Large __________ _ 
5. Dark 
------------------------
1. 
2. 
:;. 
4. 
5. 
l 
r 
I 
I 
LESSON XVIII 
goal (gol) - 1. An aim, purpose. 2. The point at which a race 
or journey is at an end. 
grasshopper (gras•hop•er) -A common leaping plant eating insect. 
- oJ ..... gratitude (grat r i-tud) - Thankf'ulness, being gratef~.l. 
- '-' greeting (gret•ing) -An expression of kindness or joy. Welcoming • 
...., 
grin (grin) - A wide smile, showing the teeth. 
Replace the underlined nords or phrenes with the sbove words. 
1. The little boy smiled widelz nt the clown riding a bicycle 
which was much too small. 
----------------· 
2. We should show thankfulness, because we live in a lond of plenty. 
-------------------------· 
3. Tam's aim was to earn enough money to buy a new bike. • 
----------
4. Joan stood at the door welcoming her friends who were coming to 
her birthday party. • 
5. The small insect leaped across the dusty road in search of 
something to eab•----------
Hatch the rhyming words 
win 
solitude 
find 
copper 
meeting 
soul 
grasshopper 
greeting 
goal 
grin 
gratitude 
1. greeting 
2.gr1n 
3. grasshopper 
4. gratitude 
5. goal 
,.,./ 
1. Write the words 1n which there is a short i (i) sound. (.L) 
2. Write the word which he a a long o ( 0) sound _< _J ..... ) -------
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I, 
LESSON XIX 
- ""' hasty (has•ti) - Done or made quickly; hurried. 
'$ ~ harden (nar'd'n) - To make something not eerily broken. To 
strengthen in feeling; unsympathetic. 
hardy (hBr'di) -Bold daring; strong, not.easily tire~. 
handful (hBnd•tool) -A small number; an amount which can be held 
1n the hand. 
.. ._) 
hearty (har'ti) l. Sincere. 2. Strong, healthy. 3. nourishing (food). 
Replace the underlined words or phrases with one of the above words. 
After 15 hours of climbing up the steep, rocky mountain side, 
a small number of darlns men reached the wrech or the DC6. Shouts 
of joy greeted them as they drew close. A hurried inspection 
showed thAt the crew and passeneers were sate but hungry. Quickly 
the rescuers prepared a nourishing meal and soon all were ready 
to be guided down the slippery mountain trail. 
Mo tch meanings 
unsympathetic 
healthy 
sharp 
sma 11 amount 
strong 
lmrried 
slowly 
hearty 
handful 
hardy 
harden 
hasty 
Use the above words in five sentences. 
1. handful 
2. hardy 
'3. hearty 
4. hasty 
5. harden 
1·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
2·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
3------------------------------------------------------------· 
4·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
5·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
; 
,, 
i 
' !, 
36, 
LESSON XX 
""" 
,hint (hint) -A alight reference. A direct suggestion. 
healthy (helth-I) - Well being. Good physical condition • 
..L - ..... heroic (he-ro•ik) -Courageous. Daring. 
hiss (his) - A sound made by pronouncing the letter "s" longer than 
usual. A sound made to show something ia bad. 
loyal (loital) - 1. Faithful. Attached by act or deed and feeling 
to a governrr.ent. 2. Showing faithfulness. 
}"etch the words w:!th mennJn.gl 
faithful 
'S' sound 
well being 
a suggestion 
daring 
cowardly 
Uee the wards 1p aeptepnea. 
healthy 1. loyal 
heroic 2. hiss 
hint 3• healthy 
hiss 4. hint 
loyal 5. heroic 
1. _________________________________________________________ • 
2·---------------------------------------------------------· 3. _________________________________________________________ • 
4. ------------------------------------------~------------· 5. _________________________________________________________ • 
D1y1de each word 1ptp s7JJebJea. 
1. healthy 
2. heroic 
-----------------3. loyal ________ _ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
LESSON XXI 
hurl (hurl) - To throw something violently; to fling. 
": inhabit Cin-habtit) - To live or dwell in. 
hive (hlv) - (l) a box or container for housing bees. (2) a swarm 
of bees. (3) a place swarr.1ing with bllsy people. 
.... _, 
horizon (ho-ri-z'n) - (1) the line where the earth seems to meet 
the sky. (2) therefore, the limit or 
37 
range of a person's outlook or experience. 
horror (hor•er) - (1) a painful feeling or great fear, dislike, dread. 
(2) a person or thing which makes one afraid. 
Replace the underlined words or fbrases with the proper word. 
1. No one wished to live in the old haunted h~ae. 
-------
2. Every one had a feeling of ~ as they passed the old 
house. 
3. A swarm or bees was under the old apple tree. 
----------------
4. Tom tried to fling the rook across the pond. ____________ __ 
5. A jet propell~d airplane flew past Tom so quickly that it 
soon was beyond the place where the earth seems to meet the 
~-
Write "Yes" between the words that mean the same. 
Write "no'* between the v1ords that do not mean the same. 
catoh •••••••••••••••••••••• hurl l. h1ve 
live !n •••••••••••••••••••• inhabit 2. horror 
8 bee •••••••••••••••••••••• hive 3. horizon 
sky •••••••••••••••••••••••• horizon 4. hurl 
fear ••••••••••••••••••••••• horror 5. 1nhab1t 
Find a word to rhyme with 3 of the words in this lesson. 
1. 
2. ______________ _ 
3. ______________ _ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
~ . 
I' 
i 
t 
I 
I ; , 
i 
l .. 
','( 
. '. 
LESSON XXII 
A ..., I horseback (hors•bak) - the back of a horse; riding a ho1•se. 
""" .. '-J' ignorance (ig'no-rans) - being stupid; lack or knowledge • 
.,., ..... v v independence (in'de-pen'dens) - (ll) not under another person's rule 
oJ -
or control (2) sepurate (3) not 
easily influenced. 
inspire (in-spir') -to influence as by a higher power or a divine power • 
..., , vi 
insult (in-sult) - (1) to be rud~ to (2) an sot or speeop of rudeneos 
or contempt. 
Replace the underlined phrases with the proper word. 
1. John tried to influence his brother to do better work. 
2. She showed that she was not ruled by any person by living alone. 
--------· 
3. He disliked David very much and often tried to be rude to him. 
----------· 
4. Gene Autry is usu~lly seen on the back of a horse. 
5. David showed his lack of knowledge about the United States 
when he said "Boston is the Capital of New Hampshire"•------
Divide the words into syllables 
horseback 
insult 
inspire 
ignorance 
independence 
Use these words in sentences 
1. insult 
2. 1gnorano e 
3. horseback 
4. independence 
5. inspire 
1. _________________________________________________ • 
2. ________________________________________________________ • 
3. ________________________________________________________ • 
4. __________________________________________________________ • 
5. ______________________________________________________ • 
1. 
2 •. 
3 •. 
4. 
5. 
,I 
! 
.; 
I 
li 
i 
LESSON XXIII 
'""' '-' - ...... indignation (in'd1g-na'shun) - anger caused by something unfair or 
unworthy. 
.... "" "' injury (in'jer-1) -harm or hurt done to a person or thing. 
"" -.,...~ ..J """ intelligence (in-tel'1-jens) - (1) ability to learn or understand 
(2) news; knowledge. 
.., -invade (in-vad') -to enter a place to do harm or to hurt, such as 
an invading 9rmy. 
- \J item (i'tem) - (1) a separate part in a list. (2) a piece of news 
or information; an article. 
Write synonyms (words meaning the same) for the words listed below. 
intelligence 1. injury 
1 • 
4. 
·5. 
item 2. 1ntell1genoe 
indignation 3. item 
invade 4. invade 
injury 5. indignation 
Complete the story by filling in the blank spaces with the 
words of this lesson. 
David read an ------------------ in the newspaper which told 
about the plans of people on the planet Mars to ------------- the 
earth and about the ------------- this would cause to many cities. 
David threw down the paper in because he felt that 
------------
such an impossible story was an insult to his -----------------· 
-
1 
Write the sma 11 words you see in the big words. 
l. indignation ----------------------• 
2. item ______________________________ • 
3. Ultelligenoe. ______________________ • 
4. injury ------------· 
5. invade • 
-----------------------------
' : l 
I. 
I 
LESSON XXIV 
keeper (kepter) - one that keeps, as a person in charge of a prison, 
a gll8l'd. 
kneel (nil) - To bend the knees; to rest on the knees. 
lantern (lan'tern) -a box or case protect~g a light. 
lecture (lek'~) - 1. A speech or talk 2. A scolding 
-.J 
lick (lik) - 1. To pass the tongue ovor. 2. To beat. 
Find the word which means 
1. A guard --------
2. To beat someone;.._ _____ _ 
3. To be on your knees. 
-------
4. A scolding-------
5. a Light--------
6. A speech--------
7. To rub with your tongue ____ _ 
Write "s" for the words that mean the same. 
Write "O" for the words that mean the opposite. 
lick ••••••••••••••••••••• to help 
lantern 
lecture 
lick 
keeper 
lmeel 
-1. 
-2. 
3. 
4. 
-5. 
lantern •••••••••••••••••• box for protecting a light 
lecture •••••••••••••••••• to stand not talking 
keeper ••••••••••••••••••• one who throws things away 
kneel •••••••••••••••••••• to stand 
"' Write the word with a short i (1) sound. 
n 
" " 
s 
" 
" long e (e) sound. 
" " " " 
" short e ( e') sound • 
.,) 
" " " " " 
n a (a) sound. 
lecture 
keeper 
la.'ltem 
kneel 
lick 
,I 
1. 
2. 
'· 4. 
5. 
' 
" !: 
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LESSON XXV 
loaf (lOt) - (1) a shaped mass of bread (2) to be idle; not to work. 
lucky (luk•1) - favored by chance; fortunate. 
~ 
- ..,. (ma•jer) - 1. Greater in number, quant1ty1 rank, importance. major 
2. In the army# an officer next in r:t.nk tl" a captain. 
manifest (man•X-rest) - 1. to show plainly; to exhibit; clear to the 
senses~ easy to understand. 2. a list 
clearly outlined of a ship's cargo. 
maple (ma'p'l) -a tree with hard light-colored wood. watery sap. 
and tiny flowers followed by winged fruit 
?~etch. the rhi,!!!lns words 
oar 1!1Bple 1. maple 
infeat · major 2. major 
plucky lucky 3. lucky 
staple manifest 4. manifest 
loaf 5. loa.f 
Fill in the miusing words in the fol.lowing phrases 
1. A of bread. 
-----
2. A break. 
-------
3. Johnson of the u. s. Army. 
--------
4. The ___________ tree. 
5. The ship's ___________ was signed by the captain. 
Mark the vowels sounds in these words 
maple lucky major 
manifest maple 
Write 5 sentences using these words. 
1. • 
2~ • 3. • 
4. 
• 5. • 
-------
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
i 
LESSON XXVI 
..... ..J. ..., 
melody (mel•o-di) 1. In music, series of tones arranged to have 
a pleasing effect; the air. 
Mexico (mek' sl-ko) - a large republic in southern North America. 
miracle (mdr'Bk'l) -lan event which cannot be explained by any known 
law of nature. 2. Anything so rare or unusual 
as to seem like a miracle. 
42 
.... .... 
mixture (miks'~) - something meda up of several things mixed together. 
moan (man) - a low long sound showing pain or sadness. 
Write in your own words the meanings of the words. 
1. ____________________ moan. 
2·-------------------------------------~~ture. 
3. miracle ---------------------------------------~ 4. _______________________________________ ~Mexico 
5. ____________________________________ ~melody 
Connect the rhzming words. some have two. Some have none. 
stone 
Mexico 
miracle 
mixture 
moan 
melody 
lyrical 
fixture 
parody 
callico 
loan 
texture 
1. Wbst word means the same as musical? ---------------· 
2. What word means ths t which is made up of a number of things? 
3. What word means a sound showing pain? 
4. 
" " " 
an unusua 1 happening? 
5. 
" " 
is the name of the country to the south of the 
United States of America? 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
. ! 
l· 
\ 
I 
! 
i 
I. 
I 1 I I 
! ' 
:' 
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LESSON XXVII 
' 
moist (moist) - slightly wet; damp; not dry. 
v v 
monkey (mung'k1) - any one of the highest order of animals; 
sma llor-lone;&r tailed form. 
mood (mood) - a state or frame of mind; humor 1 disposition. 
moor (moor) - an area of waste ground often oovared with heather. 
museum (mil-ze'iim) - a building in which arc kept and exhibited 
things of interest 1 works of art 1 eta. 
Fill in the blanks anc1 replace the underlined phrases with the 
words of this lesson. 
Across the desolate vmsteground a damp ______ wind was blowing 
as we walked across it to the where we could see an 
-----
exhibit of old Indian orrowheads and pottery. 
Vie were in a happy frame of mind os we tromped along 
------
in the rain. Suddenly. we saw a small longtaiJ.ed animal 
shivering in the cold. 
Quickly Jane ran to pick it up and warm it against her coat. 
When we reached the town we went first to the Animal Rescue League. 
the little 
• 
When we finally left to go to the -------
------
had been fed some warm food and was wrapped up in a blanket. We 
felt we had done our good deed for the day. 
Match the words and their meanings 
' 
a building where works of art are kept 
an animal 
wet 
wasteland 
temper 
a building where children to to school 
Use the words in 5 sentences. 
museum 
moist 
monkey· 
mood 
moor 
l. • 
2.~.-------------------------------------------------. 
3·--~-------------------------------------~----------------· 4. • 5. _____________________________________________________ • 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
t\ 
' \ 
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LESSON XXVIII 
..L ...., ...., 
~sioien (mu-ziah'an) - o person who writes, plays or sines muoic 
:9';"' okilll'ully (--. . 
nerve (nurv) - steadiness, courage in difficult thinGS• 
nervous (nur~s) - 1. excitable; easily annoyed. 
v <J 
nostril (nos'tril) - either of the outer openings o!' the nose 
overtake (o'ver-tSk) - 1. To catch up with 2. 7o corr.e upon suddenly 
or unexpectedly 
!latch the meanin1~s with the words 
to leave behinp 
overtake 1. overtake 
part of the hand 
nostril 2. nostril 
a singer 
nervous 3. nervous 
a carpenter 
nerve 4. nerve 
coura3e 
musician 
oat'lh up with 
·s. musician 
port of tho nose 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
I 
ll' 
1: 
r; 
i 
i. i: 
i 
·' 
~~. 
.. 
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LESSON XXIX 
- - -overlook (o'ver-look') - (1) to look down upon (2) to watch over 
(3) to miss 1n looking over (4) to pass without 
noticing 
occasional (o-ka•zhUn-al}-(1) happening or met with now and then; 
(2} used or meant for special occasions. 
v 4 ... 
Panama (Pan•a-ma') • (1) a canal connecting the Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans. (2} A country in Central 
·America. 
Parliament (Par-tli-ment), (1) the law making body of certain countries .• 
(2) a general council 
plough (plow) - (1) an implement to cut, lift and turn over the soil 
or earth to get ·ready for planting. (2) to use 
a plough. 
Replace the underlined words with the correct words from the lesson~ 
1. Spring is the time of year when most farmers must turn over 
their fields for planting crops. ---------------
2. In a country in Central America there is a famous canal of 
of the sace name which connects the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans. 
------------------
3. The oldest law making body in the world which !a still 
governing today is in Iceland. 
----------------
1. 
4. The teacher said she would not notice Tom's mistake this time 2 • 
since he had been absent. 
------------------
3. 
5. The class took a rare trip to the Children's Museum to see the 4• exhibits. 
Divide the words into syllables and mork the vowel sounds . 5. 
_________________ plough 1. ploue;h 
__________________ parliament 2. parliament 
--------------- ___ overlook 3. overlook 
__________________ Panama 4. Panama 
occasional 5. occasional 
------------------
Which word rhymes with "cow"'? t; ~ ~~------------Vihich word is made up of 2 short words? 
Which word he s a long a (ii) sound? ·------------
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LESSON XXX 
screen (skren) - (l) a curtain to hide or protect (2) a seive used 
to keep out heavier things (3) a curtain or wall 
on which movies are shown. 
piano (~an•o) - a large musical instrument enclosed or covered 
by a case, played rrom a keyboard. 
-" "" pillar (pil'er) - (l) a column (2) a firm upright support 
plume (ploom) - (1) a feather (2) a tuft of fine reathers. 
police (pa-les~ - the department of government which keeps order 
prevents crime and arrests people who break the 
law. 
Draw a line from the picture to its name 
pillar piano plume - policeman - screen 
Write 5 sentences using these words 
1. 
1·----------------------------------------------------------l~·Pillar 
2. 2• piano 
-------------------------------------------------------------3. 1 
3·---------------------------------------------------------po iceman 
4. 
4·-------------------------------------------------------------plume 
~· s. ____________________________________________________________ screen 
Divide the words into syllables, uark the vowel sounds 
plume 
---------
___________ police 
___________ pillar 
_______________ piano 
_______________ screen 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
_47 
LESS')N XXXI 
porter (por•ter) - (l) 8 doorkeeper. (2) 8 msn who carries bags 
for 8 person in 8 Railroad Station. 
prune (proon) - (l) 8 dried plum (2) to cut orr dead branches. 
pulse (pUla) - (1) a regular beating orthrobbing (as in the arteries) 
pursuit (per-aut') - (l) chasing or following after. (2) a job or 
occupation. 
procure (pro~kUr) - (l) to get or obtain something (2) to cause 
or bring something about. 
Replace the underlined words with the correct word. 
1. The man who had just come from the train was looking far 
a person to carry his baggage. -------------
2. The dog catcher was in the act of chasing (of) a small 
dog. -----------
3. The Doctor felt the beat 1n his wrist to see if it was beating 
too quickly. 1. 
4. Buring the war it was often difficult to get meat. 2. 
5. Late aut~ is the time to out orr the dead branches from 3. 
trees and bushes. 
Divide these words into syllables and mark the vowels• 
porter ----------------
l. What 
2. What 
:5. What 
4. What 
5. What 
word has a 
word has a 
procure ______________ __ 
prune 
purau,!~t------------
pulae ____________ _ 
long o (o) sound? 
. y 
short u (u) sound? 
words have a long u (u) sound? 
word means a "dried plum"? 
word me and "obtain"? 
4. 
s. 
1. porter 
2. procure 
3. prune 
4. pursuit 
5. pulse 
LESSON XXXII 
~4 reputation (reptu-talshun) • (1) the common or general opinion or '~' estimate of a person or thing; 
a person's character as others 
see it. 
(2) good name (3) fame. 
48 
reckon (rek•un) - (1) to count (2) to consider, to class (3) to think 
(4) to make up a.bill; to figure. 
rugged (rug•ed) - (1) having a rough or uneven surface. 
(2) harsh; hard; stern• (3} stormy; wild (4) strong; 
sturdy• 
remote (re-mot•) - (1) far orr 1n place or ttme. .(2) not closely 
connected• 
resemble (re-zem'b'l) -to be like 1n.appearance or qualities; 
to be similar to. 
In the following story replace the ttnderlined phrases with a word 
of similar meaning. 
Some far distant ____________ parts of the high, uneven 
Himalaya Mountains mve never been explored by men. These .mountains 
have the name 
--------
or being very dangerous to fly over. l. 
sometimes when heavy wind and thunderstorms come up quickly and 2. 
~ 
• • 
clouds, which are similar to boiling frothl hide the 3. 
peaks, it is hard to figure ---------- at what altitude the plane 
should fly 1n order to get safely over th~ highest crests. 
Put an( "S" beside the words that mean the same. 
Put an "o" beside the words which meon the opponite. 
alike.; ••••••••• ~ •••••• resemble 
guess• •• .; •••••••••••• ~reckon 
near~•··•····•·••·•••·remote 
rame •••••••••• ~ ••••• ~~reputation 
rough.· •• ~.~~ •• ~ •••• ··.;.rugged 
use the words in sentences of your own~ 
. 1 •. resemble 
2 •. reckon 
3 •. remote 
4. reputation 
5. rue;ged 
1. 
2. _______________________ __ 
3. ____________________________ __ 4. _______________________ __ 
5. ________________________________________ __ 
4. 
5 • 
'1. 
a. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
LESSON XXXIII 
series (aer•ez) - a number of things~ events arranged 1n order and 
connected by being alike. 
seventeen (sev•en-ten) - written 17. The total of 7 and 10. The 
number after 16. 
v 
shovel (shuv• '1) - (1) a broad scoop used to lift and throw snow_ 
coal (2) a spade. 
shrine (shrfn) - (1) a place considered holy or sacred. 
(2) the tomb or grave ~f a holy person. 
- ...., .... previous (pretvi-us) - earlier; former; before. 
Fill in the blanks with the words of this lesson. 
1• The Red Sox and Braves would like to play 1n the next 
World • 
2. Many people visit the of St. Bernadette 
--------at Lourdes- France every year. 
3. The 
-------
day John had taken a trip to the bench. 
4. After every snowstorm people have to 
their driveways. -----------
5. There were only ---------grade. 
Match the words with their meanings• 
former 
What word has 
a short u (t() 
What word has 
What word has 
a long 
sound? 
spade 
tomb 
17 
arranged in order 
later 
e (e} sound.; a short 
two 
·...., 
short e (e) sounds? 
two long e (e) sounds? 
v 
What word has a short u (u) sound? 
What word has a long i (1) sound? 
children 1n the 
shovel 
seventeen 
shrine 
aeries 
previous 
~ 
1 ( i) sound and 
out 
fifth 
1. shovel 
2. seventeen 
3. shrine 
4. aeries 
5. previous 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 •. 
I' i; 
l! 
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LESSON XXXIV 
slay (ala) - to kill; to ~tt to death with a weapon or violence • 
..,_ - ....,. ....., &tuation (sit•u-a• ohun) - (l) the location of something; a place 
(2) a job; condition; plight; state; position. 
~ . . 
spectacle (spek•ta-k•l) - (l) exhibit to view. 
scene; exhibition. 
(2) showJ display; 
..... ., . 
splendor (splen•der) - (1) ~eat brightness; brilliance. (2) 
maun1ficence; Glory. 
statement (stat•ment) - (l) the oat of saying or tellinG noooth1ng 
(2) something thnt 1s tole (3) a brief or 
short awn..'!lflr1zed record; an account. 
Fill in the blank with the wares or th~~s lesson 
The newspaper contained a short ------- telling about· a 
recent Bull Fight in Mex1oo City. It soid that the 
------
of 
the torcador•n costume caught the eye or everyone at the ------• 
At one time the bull fighter wns 1n a serious as tho 
--------
·2. 
bull charged. ond grazed hio side. Hol'leV<:r, the toreador wns not 
Ladly hurt and soon he woo able to tho animal. 
-------
Put an "S" beside the words which have a sirnilar meaning. 
Put an 11 :)" beaide tlloao that have tho opposite n.eon1nti• 
save •••••.••••••••••.••••••• a loy 
a job •.•••••••••••••••••.••• oi tuatlon 
·1. situation 
· 2. splendor 
5. 
acene ••••••••••••••••••••• apectacle 3. situation 
dull ••.••••• •-• ••••••••••••• aplenclor 4.statoment 
a summary •••••••••••••••••• statornent · 5. spectacle 
Write five sentences ua1ng theoe words 
1·------------------------------------------------------------·· 
2-------------------------------------------------------------· 
3··------------------------------------------------------------· .. __________________________________________________________ ..._. 
5
. -------------------------------------· ·-
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LESS ON 'XXXV 
stool (stool) - a seat without a back, having 3 or 4 legs. 
-strap (strap) - (1) a narrow strip of flexible material used for 
fastening or holding together (2) anything 
which resembles a strap. 
.., -
sunbeam (sun'bem) - a ray or light from the sun. 
v ...... .._, '-
solitary (sol•i-ter'i) - (1) All alone; apart from others 
seldom visited (3) single, 
(2) lonely, 
- oJ 
stately (stat•li) - (1) dignified (2) formal (3) majestic 
Match the words with their meanings 
alone 
a ray of sunlight 
to-gether 
a strip of material 
a seat 
formal 
a ray of moonlight 
solitary 
sunbeam 
stately 
stool 
strap 
only. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Replace the underlined words with words or the same meaning. 
sWlbeam 
stately 
strap 
solitary 
stool 
1. The dignified senator walked slowly to his seat. ____________ __ 
2. A ray or sunlight lit up the stained glass window. _____ _ 
3. The lonely tree tossed by the wind leaned over the 
cliff. ( 
4. The man standing in the 'treet oar grabbed the strip or 
leather to keep from falling. ______________ _ 
5. The farmer placed the three legged seat in place ready to 
start milking. 
Divide these words into Si£llables and mark the vowel sounds. 
stool 
strap 
sunbeam 
------------------------solitary ______________________ _ 
stately ---------------~~~~~ Boston Util Vtn sity 
School of Education 
Library 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
LESSON XXXVI 
~·· suitable (sutte-b•l) -capable of pleasing,satisfying; fitting; 
•' proper. 
supreme (su-prem') - (1) highest in rank or-authority (2) the 
greatest or highest possible. 
soften (soften) ... to make or become soft not hard, solid or firm• 
stagger (stagter) - to reel; to sway; to totte~~ 
52 
stolen (sto•len) - taken or carried away without any right or permission. 
~ 
Put en "s" between the words that mean the same. 
Put an "o" between the words that mean the opposite. 
Fill in the blanks 
unfittins•••••••••·•••suitable 
lower•••••••••••••••••supreme 
harden •••••••••••••••• aoften 
sway•••••••••••••••••·stagger 
bought •••••••••••••••• stolen 
1. The bank was glad to get beck the money which had been ------------· 
2. Mother said the dress was not ----------- for Jane because it 
made her look too old. 
3. The ice wne no longer good for skating because the sun had 
begun to it. 
4. The test of John's courage came when he had to enter 
the burning building to save the child. 
5. As the crowds cheered he was seen coming through the door• He 
began to then fell• However he hod managed to save 
the child. 
Which words in the less·on rhyme with 
ice cream 1. stagger 
dagger 2. soften 
often 
'· 
suitable 
usable 4. stolen 
5. supreme 
l. 
2. 
'· 4. 
5. 
It'; 
( 
(~ 
LESSON XXXVII 
stride (strid) - (1) to wulk or run \Y1th long, regular steps. 
(2) a long step. 
v 
suck (auk) • to draw in liquid (water, milk, etc.) by drawing 1n the 
breath through the mouth. 
surrender (su-ren'der) - to give up completely. 
survey ( ser-vi') - to lool: over and examine closely; to study 
something as a whole. 
sustain (suo-tan') -to provide for the upkeep of something; 
to keep from sinlr:ing or giving up. 
Uatch the rhyming words 
care 
pretender 
airplane 
pride 
compare 
luck 
astray 
Use the above words in sentences 
Aurvey 
sustain 
stride 
surrender 
suck 
1. surrender 
2. sustain 
'· 
stride 
4. suck 
5. curvcy 
1·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
2·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
3·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
4·-----------------------------------------------------------· 
5c----------------------------------------------------------·-• 
Match the words and their meanings 
stride 
suck 
surrender 
survey 
sustain 
to drink 
to give up 
to look over 
long step 
to draw liquid into the mO'.l th 
to keep from giving away 
1. 
'· 4. 
5. 
•('I 
LESSON XXXVIII 
telegraph (tel•e-graf) - an electric machine or system for sending 
messages to a distance by code along wires. 
~ ...., 
thickness (thiktnes) - (1) not thinness or slenderness 
(2) denseness. 
torch (torch) - a flaming light uaually carried 1n the hand. 
o.J 
tribute (trib' ut) - (l) money paid by a ruler or nation ro.- peace 
or protection (2) a gift or speech that 
shows respect, loyalty, gratitude; praise. 
""' oJ timid (tim'id) - feeling or showing a lack of courage; not bold; shy. 
ll'ill in the blanks 
The newspapers paid glowing tribute to John 
Stirling, the Young operator,- who by his quick thinking 
saved the lives ofmany people~ John ~as travelling by boat to 
England when a fog, the of peasoup, closed 1n around 
the ship. Travelling slowly and very carefUlly it proceeded ahead. 
A sudden explosion and the lights went out as the ship began to 
sink. Quickly the young msn with only a------- to light 
his way, went to the radio room. There he found the radio engineer 
severely hurt. Followinb the radio cnn•s directions John sent 
out the "s.o.s." signal. A nearby ship heard the message and quickly 
came to the rescue. 
Match the words and their meanings 
praise 
a light 
denseness 
a way of sending messages 
sages 
shy v 
telegraph 
thickness 
torch 
tribute 
timid 
Write 
Write 
Write 
2 words with short i (1} sound. 
two words with short e (e) sound 
the word that ends with the same _s_ou __ n~d--a_s __ c_Eu~r~c~h--------------
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
LESS ON XXXIX 
V\ 
trousers ( trou' zerz) - an outer clothing :fo2 men and boys, from 
waist to ankle covering each leg separately; 
pants • 
55 
..., ..., -
anyway (en•1-wa) - in any manner or order; at any rata; in any case. 
-./...,..., . 
apparent (a-par•ent) - easily seen; clear to the m1hd. 
fro (fro) - from a place; a~ay 
Write "s" between the vrords that mean the same. 
Write non between the words that mean the opposite. 
pants .......................... trousers 
any manner •••••••••••••••••••• snyway 
unseen •••••••••••••••••••••••• spparent 
near •••••••••••••••••••••••••• tro 
Use the words in this lesson 1n sentences. 
1·--------------------------------------------------------------------
2·--------------------------------------------------------------------
3·--------------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------------
s. 
----------------------------------------------------------~-----
uatch the rh;vming words 
trousers low 1. f'ro 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
anyway 
apparent 
fro 
far oway 
parent 
trawlers 
2. apparent 
3. trousers 
4. anyway 
sew 
1. 
2. l 
3.. 
,, 
1 
~. 
!.ESSON XL 
v oJ • 
umbrella (um-brel•a) - a 11~:ht, f'old1ng screen or aile or cotton 
stretched on a trace and fastened to a hondle 
used ~o lrcep orr rain and sun. 
vault (volt) - to leap or bound; a jump. 
v fJ 
vengeance (ven•jons) -punishment 1n return for injury or 8omo h~rt. 1. 
waken (wok•en) - to arouse f'rom sleep. 2. 
westward (wost•werd) -toward the weotJ mov.ng, lying or being toward 3. 
the west. 
!-!etah the rhyminG words 
1nword vault l. westward 
1nsurenoe umbrella 2. vengeance 
halt vengeance 3. vault 
taken westward 1+. waken 
waken 5. umbrella 
Fill 1n the blanks 
1. The !tina, the Pinta and the santa V.or1a sailed ------~-­
for many months before the,. reached the Indies. 
2. The-------- was blown 1no1de out by the heavy wind. 
3. Tom's mother tried to h~ at seven o'olock 
80 that ho would be 1n timo tor school. 
4. The white roon sought tho Incian8 to kill them 1n -------
tor kidnapping the scout. 
5. Only the boot athletes can ----------- over the heiGht or 6 rt. 
4 1nohos. 
Use the 5 wordo in tho lesson 1n aentoncea 
1. ____________________________________________________________ _ 
2·--------------------------------------------------------------
3---------------------------------------------------------------
4---------------------------------------------------------------
5---------------------------------------------------------------
4. 
5. 
' \, 
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LEnsou XLI 
warmth (wormth) - (1) gentle hentJ (2) st~ong feeling. 
r-· 
'\.,.. 1 warrant {wor•ont)- (1) tlte authority or token of authority,token or 
_ .... 
power. 
welfare (weltfar) - a state of henltb, happiness, proapority. 
wholly (hol'li) - entirely; totally; completely; tully. 
woven (wotven) - something which has been made by interlacing 
strands or cloth, a web made on o loom. 
Write the word which moans 
1. A web made on a loom l. welfare 
s. A state or health 2. wholly 
3. A token or outhori ty 3. v;ovcn 
4. Entirely 4. warmth 
5. neat ~. wnrrant 
Divide these words 1ntQ syllables and mark the vowel sounds 
woven 
------------------------ welfare 
------------------------ wholly 
------------------------ warrant 
------------------------ warmth 
Fill 1n the blank SJ26aes 
1. Uary had ------------- recovered from tho Chicken Pox. 
2. The pol1oo took out. a for tho arrest ot the th1of. 
3. This cloth was by hand. 
~ 4. The l1ttlo kitten snuggled close to 1ts cother tor 
and safety. --------------
5. Mothers, fathers and teachers look after the 
of children. -------
'· 4. 
5. 
I 
I ( 
I 
I 
I 
' 
~. ·~~ 
! 
LESSON XLII 
wrinkled (ring'k'l) - a crease or fold in the skin, 1n clotn. 
woodland (~ood'land) - a forest; woods; a place with trees. 
ya~n (yon) - (l) to open wide or stretch apart. (2) to gape with 
sleepiness. 
yon (yon) - at or 1n a place; over there; that; yonder. 
yell (yel) - to cry out 1n a loud, sharp voice; to scream. 
Cross out tho words in parenthesis () and put in the above words 
to complete the rhyme. 
On (that) (forest) ----
There walked a lase 
Moat beautiful to see. 
There also flew 
Along that path 
A tiresome little bee. 
He saw the girl 
1. 
• yawn 
2. yell 
58 
B er;in to ( e;ape with sleepiness) ----
For sleepy, that was she. 3. wrinkled 
Our little bee lit on her brow 
It( creased) she did ( soream) __ _ 4. yon 
The little bee flew on hie way 
He felt he'd stung her well. 5. woodland 
nr1te five oentenoes uslng the above words. 
1. 
-------------------------------------------------------· 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
-------------------------------------------------------· 
-------------------------------------------------------· 
-------------------------------------------------------· 
------------------------------------------------------· 
Match the rhymlnp; words. 
sprinkled 
lawn 
well 
h1ehland 
yavm 
yell 
woodland 
yon 
wrinkled 
lln.11BI'Z? .. -Bs•z .. -..... E.,FZ ..................... ------.. ~-------------
i 
:I 
il 
~ I 
·-. ···-·---·- .. i' .. 
.. l 
CHAPTER IV 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 11 
The purpose of this study has been to construct 
exercises to improve the meaningful vocabulary of 
children 1n the fifth grade. Since these exercises 
have never been used for teaching purposes, several 
investigations evolve. 
1. Evaluate the usefullness of this 
material as R8ainst no formal teaching 
or vocabulary. 
2. Construct a parallel study teaching 
the same vocabulary by context. 
3. Evaluate the effectiveness of teaching 
words by (1) the direct method 
(2) context. 
4. Compare the vocabulary in this study 
with recognized word lists to see 
if this vocabulary is truly basic. 
'I 
I 
:I 
:I 
i\ 
\I 
! 
I 
I 
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